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Principal Series:
Teacherix is an educator recruitment platform that uses AI to select teachers for the right teaching jobs
across the globe by evaluating their social, cultural, and religious sensitives to match the job offered in
the right geographical location. The vetting process increases the number of teachers available for
various teaching positions hence increasing the number of hires per month thus generating more
revenues for the school. The hire process is made very easy for the schools and due to AI vetting, the
retention rate of teachers are much higher than any of the competitors.
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What is Teacherix and how does it work?
Teacherix is a smart platform allowing anyone interested in teaching to find a job with schools
domestically or internationally. International schools globally can hire the right candidate without
worrying about screening, interviewing, vetting, reference checks, relocation issues, and legal
paperwork. Teachers create their profiles, submits, get vetted, and are interviewed by Teacherix
experienced recruitment team. Teacherix platform connects qualified educators with the right school
taking into consideration their education, experience, and the three sensitivities, social, cultural, and
religious to match the right job at the right location worldwide. No other educator recruitment company
has such verifying capabilities. The cost of a bad hire cost schools $16,000 per teacher per school year.
By vetting the three sensitivities, Teacherix makes certain that the selected educator will last and
complete the contract in a certain country. There are a lot of great educators with perfect resumes but
there is no telling if they would be able to perform at their best in a setting that they are not used to or
accustomed to. Hence, many international schools that hire educators from a faraway country end up
sending them back during a school year and have to pay a lot to replace with a new educator. Often

times very difficult during a mid-school year. Teacherix AI system uses the technology to select teachers
that would match the location using a vetting process derived from various resources.
What is the market size? And is Teacherix competitive to win the market share?
There are between 40,000 and 50,000 schools including language academies in the world. The average
school has 1 teacher for every 9 students. Each year close to 260,000 educators are needed to teach
English as a second language globally. Each year 2-3 million new educators are needed in the education
industry. UNESCO estimates the world will need 80 million additional educators by 2030. Educator
placement is one of the fastest-growing industries as Pre-K, Kindergarten, and Primary schools
mushroom all over the world to meet the growing demands of young aged kids entering the school
system. Most schools have resorted to a recruitment agency or platform to meet all their recruitment
needs so they can focus on providing education.
What is Teacherix doing to cope with the recent pandemic?
Teacherix is in the process of implementing One-to-One tutoring on its already existing platform of
about 8000 vetted teachers. We plan to add another 10,000 to 15,000 teachers during the next 12
months and offer language and curriculum-based tutoring to students and schools all around the globe.
Online teaching/tutoring has become one of the multi-billion dollar businesses and we already have the
foundation of vetted educators and schools working on our platform. Even after the dust has settled
with the pandemic, the blended learning approach will continue and online learning is here to stay.

Shan S. Haider of Teacherix
Shan S. Haider taught around the globe as an English second language teacher before turning to
recruitment a few years ago. Shan has interviewed more than 5000 candidates thus giving him greater
expertise in understanding the requirement of educators for international schools around the globe. His
expertise in the field of educator recruitment combined with his business acumen has lead to the
success of Teacherix. Contact Shan: shan@teacherix.com
Alert & disclosure: The Coronavirus (COVID-19) has now been identified in New York City. During the
outbreak of the virus, in order to protect the health of our friends members and staff. Family Office
Insights, BavelasGroup LLC and all affiliates is following the recommendations of the CDC and suggest
you do the same. Affected individuals should limit their exposure to everyone including fellow members
and staff.
Affected individuals include members, non-members, guests, general population and staff who exhibit
Coronavirus symptoms (including but not limited to fever, cough and shortness of breath), may have
been exposed to the Coronavirus, or who have recently traveled to countries affected by the

Coronavirus. Limiting exposure may include self-quarantining, avoiding common areas, and limiting
close contact with others as much as possible.
All are also encouraged to continue to engage in everyday preventative actions, including covering
coughs and sneezes with a tissue, washing their hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
(or using hand sanitizer), and cleaning frequently touched surfaces and objects daily using a regular
household detergent and water. We DO NOT assume or accept any responsibility for the negligence or
any action or inaction of anyone. As is our standard policy, we will with pleasure reschedule any service
with best efforts issuing FOI services credit only. Please note it is your choice to participate or interact in
any way with anyone and is your choice alone and you assume the responsibility thereof. Family Office
Insights, BavelasGroup and/or an affiliates or assigns does not offer or give medical, financial or
investment advice, or offer or suggest or recommend securities or any other invest for sale or otherwise,
and is not a broker dealer. Anyone considering deployment of capital will likely be well served by seeking
advice from a qualified professional.
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